DuBridge Named Science Advisor

As of December 2, 1297 students had contributed $29,898 toward the Y student fund drive goal of $35,000. In terms of on-campus undergraduates, off-campus undergraduates, and graduate students, these totals break down to be 393 on-campus undergraduates, 14 off-campus undergraduates, and 72 graduate students who have contributed $28,658. The average gift has been about $600. Rockhouse House has contributed most among the campus undergraduate houses with a total of $45,385, followed by Flamingo ($31,109), Lloyd ($33,355), Robertson ($31,510), Zebulon ($31,007), Blacker ($25,897), and Page ($17,009). The Y continues to receive and accept contributions daily and expects eventually well over $30,000. The support of many more off-campus undergraduates and graduate students is needed, however. Students who have not yet pledged their financial support of the Y's program are urged to do so and may send a check or a pledge to be added to second term's bill to the Caltech Y through campus mail.
Drug Study Released by Center

"Pit" — Neutral and Psychological Aspects of Marijuana, 105 pp., and "LSD"—Adverse Effects and Mechanism of Action, 450 pp., both compiled by Kenneth Eells, professor of the Young Heath Center, Caltech.

By Mike Heverey

Dr. Eells, in each of these volumes, brought together a selection of information, covering in a wide range of literature. "Pit" source-words range from psycho-pharmacology and clinical psychology, to the Reader's Digest and the Los Angeles Times. Unfortunately this collection is not as impartial as it claims to be. One might wonder if there is a danger that the book may be too strongly influent in favor of it, if its influence is not as direct as that of the book was in the first place. This would give you some idea of what HAIR, a "trihal-love-rock-'n'-roll" movie, is like.

The Aquarius Theater, what used to be the Columbia ballroom, is admirably constructed for this purpose. The organization is made up of 16 year olds in diameter revolving stage, to pull-in the audience around. All is well, and the stage has a full-size floor, and strobe footlights. Scene is sparse, but enough to help set the pace and give it life. Through most of the play, the castles were prevailing from fits to be found anywhere in the East Village.

Hair Comes Da' Judge!

By DAVE LEWIS

Imagine a musical written by the Fugs, centered about life (in New York City). The show would be called HAIR, and it would star a rock-concert band turned Theater. The actors would be young people who really love their roles, so much that they don't care if they don't come off well. While this will give you some idea of what HAIR, a work of rock musical as it bills itself, is like.

The Aquarius Theater, what used to be the Columbia ballroom, is admirably constructed for this purpose. The organization is made up of 16 year olds in diameter revolving stage, to pull-in the audience around. All is well, and the stage has a full-size floor, and strobe footlights. Scene is sparse, but enough to help set the pace and give it life. Through most of the play, the castles were prevailing from fits to be found anywhere in the East Village.

Y Lets It Hang Out

"Men are not made for safe havens"—Edith Hamilton

"I need all the friends I can get"—Cher in the film "Mamma Mia"

"If you're not part of the solution , you're part of the problem"—Vista

"Aim me at the Establishment"—cartoon caption

"Love"—a handwritten note tacked on a bulletin board. A hippie hanging there, this is the office of the associate director of the Caltech YMCA. Pat Davy.

Mikilkan Award

(Continued from page 1)

The main weakness of HAIR is its lack of plot. Rather, it lacks obvious plot, since what little there is has been dragged out through the use of flashbacks. The entire plot is directed towards the audience, and a rather long song representing a drug trip. Freshness and catchiness are the main qualities of the music. At least one of the songs, "Domino," is already well played on the radio. There is even a song for all you smog fans out there (Kof, Kof), entitled "Smog."

Gervine Bingle and James Ro­da, the male leads, are also two of the few actors who are not of the same caliber. Berger (Ragni) is a super-freak, able to emphasize a baton or little-death type bodies with a single word or gesture. Claude Hooper is in the main char, being played by Bingle, in terms of plot. All of the actors and ac­tresses struck me as being turn­tled on by their roles.

Robby?? Hirsch

HAIR seems to have as its ra­tual a demonstration of the average middle-class, over 30 type in the lifestyle of the hippie. People are walking around, with nudity, to cram some of the typical hippie tablets into the theatre. However, I didn't get the idea that the sensualistic as­pects were unting the interest of the spectator. If you think you can afford it, go see HAIR. It grows on you.

The Monkees HEAD

co-feature

James Coburn and James Mason in DUFFY

STUDENT RATES

ESQUIRE THEATRE

SY 5-149 — 516 N. Santa Fe Ave.

For Your Music Supplies

MELVIN MUSIC AND GIFT SHOP

Directly north of campus — 1298 E. Colorado between Holliston and Chester

Music boxes, costume jewelry, for that special gift. crepe paper streamers for party decorating

OPEN 10 am to 6 pm

796-4917
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Notice

Y Sack Lunch

Dr. Marshall Brown, professor of geochromate and science and government, will speak at the Y lounge on Tuesday, December 10, at 12 noon. Sponsored by the Cappesilho Affair — a science-fic­tion thriller, written by Chelsei Zwicher. Although the book has been made into a movie, it is still available at the foreign secretary of the National Academy of Arts. His topic is "Science and the De­veloping Nations."

INTERHOUSE SWIM

The Interhouse Swimming Meet was held two weeks ago and the results were the following: The winners of the boys competition were: 1st, Pat Smith; 2nd, Jim Ra­sey. The winners of the girls competition were: 1st, Pat Shumaker; 2nd, Pat Geller. The interhouse swimming meet will be held on December 10, and the results will be announced at the next Interhouse Follow-up meeting.

MILLIKAN AWARD

The award consists of a certificate of the amount of a thousand dollars, and an honorarium of $3,000.

Awards are given for scientific work, and may be done at the local level. No criterion here of "rightness." The award will not be given to an individual, but rather to a group of scientists, and the further pool of literature involving the subject.

It is now the time for the Millikan Award to Dr. Gardner, Dr. D. Off, said. John Gardner, through the brilliance of his mind, the power of his writings, the inspiration of his leadership of great institutions, has served his fellow man nobly and well. It is appropriate that he should serve as head of the National Urban Coalition when he can devote his great mind, the power of his writings, and catchiness, to initiating the Millikan Award. Dr. Gardner has contributed much to the pool of literature involving the subject.

Gardner

Dr. Gardner is a native of Los Angeles, a graduate of Stan­ford University. He earned his doctorate at the University of California, and taught psychology for several years. He is the holder of the Exceptional Service Award and the Presidential Medal of Free­dom, which is the nation's high­est civil honor. He is the author of several distinguished books, including "Excellence," "Self-Eve­nual," and "No Easy Victories."

Let Jade East say the word for you

Give the Jade East. The exquisite jewelry that says she's a distinctive, lovely kind of woman. It's available from $3.00; $15.00; $60.00; $200.00; $400.00 up. Ask your jeweler or take Jade East home by mail. Inter­national shipping, $3.50.

For Christmas: $25.00; $40.00; $65.00; $90.00. Inter­national shipping, $5.00.

Pogo

Pogo is an independent cartoon of political and social trends.

Dec. 12 –13

BUFFY

DAY STAGE

Now thru Dec. 13

THE NITTY GRITTY

DIRT BAND

This Fri. & Sat. only

POGO

Dec. 15

CR. 6-1618

3301 Santa Fe Ave.

Dinner, Cocktails, Must Reserv, No Age Limit
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Give the Jade East. The exquisite jewelry that says she's a distinctive, lovely kind of woman. It's available from $3.00; $15.00; $60.00; $200.00; $400.00 up. Ask your jeweler or take Jade East home by mail. Inter­national shipping, $3.50.

For Christmas: $25.00; $40.00; $65.00; $90.00. Inter­national shipping, $5.00.

Pogo
Booters Lose Twice

Caltech’s varsity soccer team lost the final two games of the season by the largest margins of the season. On November 20, they were defeated by Belmont, 6-0. This was the worst defeat suffered by the undergrads since the game against UCLA last season. Caltech played well, especially Jerry Eisen and Dick Burton, but was very much out-played. The majority of the Belmot team was from Medina, and they showed what really good soccer is like, for they had been playing soccer for most of their lives. They were truly the best teams. The final score of four in favor of Biola did not indicate what went on for most of the game. For the first half, however, it looked like something might change that. Biola took only five shots in the first half, one of which went wide, and the halftime score was 0-0.

Good Defense

A less overconfident Biola team took the field in the second half, and finally scored the first goal five minutes into the period. It was downhill for Tech the rest of the way, but there was still a great deal of fight. Biola was able to take very few shots, a total of twelve in the game, far fewer than in their normal games. This was largely due to the excellent work of the Tech defensive players Jon Hall, Dick Burton, Ralph Graham, and Vesa Junkkarinen, three of whom played without rest for the full game.

Beavers Have

The Beavers concluded their fall sports season last week and this week begin their winter sports season with four basketball games, two wrestling matches and a swimming meet on tap.

The fall season was a great success this year as all teams bettered last year’s records. The biggest day of the season was the Beavers first football victory in four years, as they downed UCSD, 49-14. The football team had a 1-7 record and a perfect record in the SCIAC conference.

The Beavers, as usual, produced some stellar gridiron players. Lonnie Martin put on a fantastic performance in the UCSD game to help the Beavers win. He was named to the SCIAC first team as a split end. Mike Lerman, a punishing runner, was named as fullback on the SCIAC second team.

The Beavers’ star player, however, was Tom Burton. A great and powerful runner and a good passer, he guided the Beavers to their lone victory. He was named to the SCIAC second team and to the NAIA District 3 second team. He also received the Atlantic College back of the week award for his performance in the UCSD game.

Honorable mentions on the SCIAC teams went to tackle Tom Hulshol, defensive end Al Wright, linebacker Dennis Fockay and defensive backs Charles Creasy and Paul Dresdener dorff. The cross country team ended with a 3-4 record as they were the only team that Caltech faced this season that played two meets in one day. They came in fifth at the SCIAC meet and were led by Lane Mason’s fifth place finish. They were fourth in the NAIA District 3 meet where Mason placed eighth.

The water polo team has an excellent 1-6 record and was second in the SCIAC with a 3-4 league record. This year’s outstanding players were Wright and Watkins on defense while Tyson, Hall, Hunt and Stefanko placed second on offense. Goodie Haron had many fine games. However, the star of the team was freshman Ed Mikowicz who consistently led the Beavers with his fine passing, defense and scoring.

Seniors and Graduate Students

Career hunt with 90 of the finest companies having operations located in the New Jersey/New York metropolitan area. On December 26-27 at the Marriott Motor Hotel, intersection of Garden State Parkway and Route 86, Saddle Brook, New Jersey.

For more details, including a listing of sponsoring companies, see your college placement director or write to the non-profit sponsor of the second annual “Career-in”: Industrial Relations Association of Bergen County, P. O. Box 533, Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662.

Ducks Win

Caltech ended its water polo season by downing Occidental, 9-2. However, the same day, they were downed by Redlands, 6-4. The Redlands game was one of bad breaks and bad plays by the Beavers as they lost in sudden death after a double overtime. Watkins scored a penalty shot in the first half and Redlands scored twice. The Beavers shot over the pool and continuously threw the ball away.

In the third period, Tyson scored to tie the game. Redlands scored a penalty shot and Wright came back to tie the score. The Beavers then missed a penalty shot and the game went into overtime. Mikowicz and Wright scored for Caltech as Redlands scored twice. The Beavers missed another penalty shot and sent the game into sudden death overtime where Redlands scored first and won the game. Fine defensive efforts were made by Tyson, Mikowicz and goodie Hansen.

Beaver Gregg Wright, playing in his last water polo game for Caltech, led the team in scoring Occidental as he scored four goals from the hole. Watkins scored twice, once on a penalty shot. Goodie Hansen held Oxy to four goals and the Beavers won, 6-4.

Season Begins

The Beaver teams starting their new seasons look forward to as much success as the fall teams had. The swimming team, even with the loss of Henry DeWitt, is looking better this season as they have more depth and are in good shape. Coach Beck is looking ahead to the nationals in March where he hopes to take six swimmers and improve on last year’s seventh place.

Coach Gutman has a strong women’s team returning this year. Led by returning seniors Al Heage, Joe Devinsky and Terry Houseknecht, the team is looking towards improving last year’s record. Newsletters who are expected to help are John son, Friedman and freshman Cameron Cox.

The basketball team was hurt by the loss of Terry Harris and Jim Stanley.

Another scene from Security Pacific Bank’s “Other World” series. We hope you’ll explore the world of banking with Security Pacific Bank—the total service bank.
er days to decide to accept. While Caltech is science oriented and HIC a liberal arts college, there is a kind of "amnesiac" about each place which might not be so predominant at a larger university.

The Open Heart

Responding to the Caltech atmosphere, Pat senses a homogeneity of people's attitudes, which she also found at the all-woman Immaculate Heart College last year as a senior. While Caltech, DB is top job hunter.

"The job offers tremendous opportunities for me," she says. She looks forward to helping to direct sensitivity group sessions. The scientific environment and the unique kind of student here she finds fascinating. Pat feels that the Y should stimulate the student to acquire wider interests.

The Office of Wesley Hershey, employment contacts. DB Is Top position. Pat says they are considering, Dr. Caltech, Dr. DuBridge are no longer interested in the next president of the Institute and that he would work with some name as to the chairman of Caltech's board of trustees, Dr. Lyman and that he would work with some

In a statement released yesterday, Dr. Arnold O. Beckman, chairman of Caltech's board of trustees, paid tribute to Dr. DuBridge for his 22 years of service as Caltech's president, and stated that an announcement concerning the next president of the Institute is expected shortly.

We cordially invite California Tech students and faculty members to bank with us.

Complete banking services including:

- Automobile Financing
- Bank-by-Mail
- Certificates of Deposit
- Checking Accounts
- (Bookkeeping by electronic automation)
- College Funds
- Debit Banking
- Escrow
- Foreign Banking
- Letters of Credit
- Horse and Marengo
- Life Insurance Loans
- Money Orders
- Night Deposit
- Private Loans
- Real Estate Loans
- Safe Deposit Boxes
- Travelers Checks
- Trust Services
- U.S. Bonds

Auto Banking Center of Colorado and Catering Office, 811 East Colorado and Citizens Commercial Trust, 601 East Colorado, Pasadena, hours: 9 to 5, Monday through Friday.

Citizens Commercial Trust & Savings Bank of Pasadena

How to brew the King of Beers

Ever wonder how Anheuser-Busch takes the choicest hops, rice and best barley malt—and turns it into the King of Beers?

Best way to find out is to visit one of our breweries for a first-hand look. (The pleasure will be mutual.) Meanwhile, purely in the interest of science and higher education, here's a quick cram course.

1. At the lager tanks, we cook malt and rice to produce a clear amber liquid called wort.
2. Then to the copper brew kettles, where choicest imported and domestic hops are added to the wort—which is cooked.
3. Now, after cooking, the wort flows into our own patented filters just before we package it for you in barrels, cans or bottles—You know Budweiser is worth it! We add a little freshly-picked hops to start the second fermentation, and let it brew.
4. The final step. The Budweiser flows through a series of finishing filters just before we package it for you in barrels, cans or bottles.
5. If that sounds like anybody could brew Budweiser, forget it. It takes a special kind of brewery (we have only six in the world that will do), a brewmaster who puts his heart and soul into brewing the King of Beers, the choicest ingredients (the cost of which keeps our treasurer awake at night), and thousands of brewer-workers who know Budweiser is the best reason in the world to drink beer.

Next lesson? Well, we were going to tell you how to drink Buds. But you know that.

Like to know more about brewing in general and Bud in particular? Write for our free booklet: "Cheated Hops" Box 1010, Jefferson Memorial Station St. Louis, Missouri 63102

The International Budweiser Festival, co-sponsored by the brewers of Budweiser. Write: I.B.U., Box 1275, Leedburg, Pa. 13758.